
Leaving Annalise (Katie 2, WDKY 2) by Pamela Fagan Hutchins 
Discussion Questions (SPOILER ALERT) 
 
1.  How did you feel about Nick showing up on Marcos? About Emily giving him Katie’s new 
phone number? About Ava’s interactions with Bart, Nick, and Katie? About Katie’s reactions 
and decisions about Nick? 
2. What were your thoughts about Bart’s behavior? About the death of his kitchen manager? 
About Jacoby’s interaction with Katie? 
3. How did Slither and Trevor affect the dynamic between Katie and Ava? How did you feel 
about how Katie and Ava ultimately treated each other? What did this say about the nature of 
friendship to you? 
4. What evolution do you see in Leaving Annalise in Katie’s relationship with Annalise? With 
herself? 
5. What did you think about Katie’s reaction to Nick? To Taylor? To Crazy’s stroke? To Rashidi’s 
guidance? 
6. Did Katie’s reaction to Dorothy’s death upset you? How did you feel about the competing 
expectations of Nick and Katie regarding Taylor and their life together? 
7. Was it plausible to you that Katie has the strength to move into Annalise and live there 
alone? How did you feel about Tituba, and Katie as the Empress? Were you able to accept 
Katie’s reasons for returning from Corpus Christi to Annalise? For leaving Annalise with Nick 
after the hurricane? 
8. Did you find the actions of Junior and Pumpy plausible? Did the resolution of “my treasures” 
work for you? 
9. How did the hurricane and Jacoby’s death impact you? Katie’s commitment to his 
grandmother? Were you able to “buy” the drug smuggling connection to Fortuna’s, the sea 
bass, and Bart? The rehab tie between Derek, Bart, Trevor, and Slither? Katie’s stand against 
Derek at Annalise and in Port Aransas? Nick and Katie’s final interactions in Port Aransas and 
Corpus Christi? 
10. What do you think the author was trying to say about women and family in Leaving 
Annalise? 
 


